
  

 

 

 

 

The Godfather of Radhasoami Gurus 

Turning to Shiv Dayal Singh and his relationship with 
Tulsi Sahib, we can see a concerted effort on the part of 
several Radhasoami followers in Agra to squelch any talk 
of who may have been Soami Ji's guru--in a phrase, 
genealogical dissociation. Given Shiv Dayal Singh's repeated 
emphasis on following a living human master, it is 
particularly odd that no mention is made of who may 
have instructed him in meditation and other spiritual 
matters. 

And when references are made from those outside of the 
predominant Agra branches, they are dismissed under the 
pretext that Shiv Dayal Singh only "acted" deferential to 
the guru in question because he was following Hindu 
customs. This much has already been stated by Madhav 
Prasad Sinha, one of Shiv Dayal Singh's nephews.  

Yet, why do at least two branches of the Tulsi Sahibis 
claim that Shiv Dayal Singh was once initiated by their guru or by one of his successors? Moreover, 
what was it that prompted Partap Singh to dump precious documents relating to his brother's life 
and work into a well? The answers, as we have noted, lay buried in the recesses of oral history since 
we lack the primary written documents to resolve the matter. But, despite such a lack of 
documentary materials, one thing is certain: connecting Shiv Dayal Singh formally to a Sant 
somehow maligns the origins and sacred history of Radhasoami, at least to orthodox Agra members.  

What is most telling about this reaction--a reaction, I should point out, that may have been evident 
in other disciples besides Rai Salig Ram during the latter part of Soami Ji's ministry--is that it 
coincides in many ways to the early controversies in Christianity surrounding Jesus Christ's 
relationship with John the Baptist. Orthodox Christianity admits that Jesus was baptized by John the 
Baptist, but holds that Jesus was much greater than his predecessor--indeed, was the Son of God. 
What is not admitted, though, at least by orthodox Christian Churches, is that Jesus was perceived 
by a number of John the Baptist's disciples as a break-off successor, not worthy to  
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carry on the tradition of the great Baptist. Jesus, in this interpretation, was not even the foremost 
disciple of John the Baptist, much less the long awaited Messiah of the Jewish people. Even among 
those followers of the Baptist who did finally follow Christ, a number of them only accepted Jesus 
in a limited fashion, i.e., as John's appointed heir to continue the Baptizing ministry.  

What is most revealing about the orthodox version of Jesus' relationship with the Baptist is the 
clearly stated position that Christ, not the Baptist, was the Son of God. In other words, Jesus was 
unique in every way: physically, historically, and spiritually. In fact, the very basis of Christian 
orthodoxy rests on the assertion of Jesus' ultimate uniqueness.  

Soami Ji's parallel to Jesus is not that far-fetched, at least not in 
terms of the theological implications. For whatever reasons, 
Salig Ram and others held to the unremitting belief that Shiv 
Dayal Singh was the greatest spiritual master in the history of 
mankind--in truth, the supreme incarnation of the very highest 
Lord, Radhasoami Anami Purush . And one of the features that 
made him unique was that he had no guru; he was self-made, so 
to say, without any exterior guidance.  

It may have been precisely for this reason (Shiv Dayal Singh's 
unique mission) that Salig Ram and others denied that their 
master had a guru. How could he, since He was Himself the 
Supreme Incarnation. To be sure, he may have had teachers (he 
may have, in fact, been initiated by Tulsi Sahib), but none of 
these can be considered gurus in the true sense, since Shiv 
Dayal Singh revealed secrets hitherto unknown to the rest of 
humankind. Yes, Shiv Dayal Singh had no guru, just like Jesus 
Christ had no ordinary birth.  

What we have here is the beginning of hagiography, and it began during Shiv Dayal Singh's lifetime. 
Now in Jesus' case we know that a number of the gospels were not historically accurate (indeed, a 
number of biographical episodes appear to be fictional) since their intention was to convey faith in 
the risen Lord, not biographical truth. For instance, the story concerning the virgin birth of Jesus 
Christ appears to be an interpolation by interested followers some years after Jesus' death to make 
sense of his humble origins (i.e., how it is that the Son of God was conceived outside of wedlock?) 
and the lack of response among his fellow neighbors. Thus the virgin birth story is designed to 
convey the heroic aspects surrounding Jesus Christ; a common practice, it should be noted, among 
religious writers attempting to divinize their particular teacher.  

Yet what remains the most powerful force behind such hagiography, both in Christian and Gnostic 
sects, is the drive to become distinct and autonomous, to establish a new revelation. Although the 
early Christian Church wanted to retain much of its Jewish heritage, it also wanted to distinguish 
itself as a unique revelation in history. By making miraculous claims concerning Jesus' birth, early 
years, teaching ministry, and death, the gospel writers accomplished exactly that.  

  Rai Salig Ram 
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Early Radhasoami writers (especially those aligned with Salig Ram's theological outlook), though 
writing some eighteen centuries later than their Christian counterparts, also tried to establish the 
superiority of their guru by making claims about his historical uniqueness. And, in so doing, these 
writers were clearly distinguishing Shiv Dayal Singh's ministry from the early Sant tradition. 
Although Salig Ram acknowledges the Sant tradition as the camino royale of spiritual practice prior 
to Soami Ji, he also wants to make it clear that his guru should not be equated with other Sants. Shiv 
Dayal Singh is far greater.  

Since Shiv Dayal Singh did not inherit the ashram 
of his (alleged) guru, nor controlling rights over 
his samadh, Tulsi Sahibis generally contend that 
the founder of Radhasoami was an off-shoot not 
by design but by circumstance. If, for instance, 
Shiv Dayal Singh had established his ministerial 
base in Hathras right after his guru's death, then 
there would have been a clear link between him 
and Tulsi Sahib. Indeed, in such a context, it may 
have been difficult, if nay impossible, for an 

incarnationalist interpretation--like Salig Ram's--to 
have developed since linkage, not newness, would have been a guiding imperative. Property, for 
better or worse, has a tendency to constrain versus unstrain theological revelations. As such, 
mobility or a new satsang home allows for easier disconnections, like the one apparently evident in 
Shiv Dayal Singh's founding of Radhasoami.  

 

The Brother Connection: A Family of Gurus  

Another interesting twist to the hagiographical origins of Radhasoami is that all three sons of Dilwali 
Singh and Mahamaya (Shiv Dayal, Rai Bindraban, and Partap Singh) acted as gurus. Moreover, each 
served as sources for new religious movements: Rai Bindraban founded the "Bindrabani Sect" in 
Oudh; Shiv Dayal Singh founded Radhasoami in Agra; and Seth Partap Singh's disciple, Shyam Lal, 
established the Dhara Sindhu Pratap branch in his guru's honor. Although all three share a common 
heritage in the Sant tradition, it appears that Shiv Dayal and Rai Bindraban may have had slightly 
different interpretations of it. What little information in English we have about Bindraban comes 
from S. D. Maheshwari's books, particularly Bhaktmal of the Radhasoami Faith. The following 
provides us with a gist of Bindraban's life and work: “It was in Faizabad that he promulgated his 
new faith called "Bindrabani Panth" (religion styled after his own name) and started initiating people 
into "Sat Guru Ram" and propagating it amongst Sadhus (ascetics, mendicants) and house-holders. 
People, in their thousands, became his disciples. He used to be regarded as the incarnation of Jesus 
Christ, the reason perhaps being that he was well-versed in English and dressed like a European and 
with a hat on he used to preach his religion. He used to be addressed as "Sarkar Saheb" by his 
disciples. . . . Rai Bindraban Saheb passed away in 1876. . . His disciples had his Samadh built in 
Ayodhya, which is still there. . . .” [ Bhaktmal of the Radhasoami Faith by S. D. Maheshwari (Agra, Soami Bagh: India]                       ,  
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 There are a number of intriguing parallels between Rai Bindraban and 
his brother, Shiv Dayal Singh, concerning the origins of their respective 
movements. First, Bindraban and Shiv Dayal started their public 
ministries within the same decade (the 1860's)--the former in Faizabad 
and the latter in Agra. Second, each were responsible for a religious 
teaching bearing either their real name or honorific title: Bindrabani sect 
and the Radhasoami faith (Shiv Dayal was referred to both as Soami and 
as Radhasoami, the ultimate Lord). Third, both emphasized the practice 
of surat shabd yoga. And fourth, both left wives who were regarded as 
enlightened beings (Bibo and Narayan Dei).  

Why Bindraban would have desired to start his own religion is not clear. 
That it was based primarily on Sant mat is certain, though, as 
Bindraban's book, Bihar Bindraban , emphasizes devotion to Sat Guru 
and Shabd: I salute and pay obeisance to my Beloved Nanak Saheb. He 
pervades everywhere, all land, water and grass. Bindraban says that Sat 

Guru Nanak Saheb has Himself incarnated in him. Because of his being merged in Shabd, he has 
been able to accomplish his task easily. . . . He who performs Sat Guru Ram's Dhyan is sure to 
achieve four precious things. He, who has met Sat Guru Ram and cherishes no worldly desire, has 
attained salvation, and will find abode in the True Home. This world is transitory and one has to 
leave it in a few days. . . . [ As translated and cited by S. D. Maheshwari in Bhaktmal of the Radhasoami Faith , op. cit., pages 7 and 11. ]  

Rai Bindraban died in 1876. A samadh (burial tomb) in Ayodhya was built by his chief disciples and 
successors, Guru Saran Das and Sat Guru Saran Das. According to Maheshwari's account, 
Bindraban also allocated money before his death to be used for advancing the cause of his religion, 
the Bindrabani Panth. Bindrabani's wife Bibo, affectionately termed Chhoti Mataji, survived her 
husband's death and was given a high place of honor in the Radhasoami faith. Elaborates 
Maheshwari: She [Bibo] was held in high esteem in [Radhasoami] Satsang. Along with Radhaji 
Maharaj, her Arti, also, used to be performed. In the course of His utterances made on the last day 
of His life just prior to His departure from this world, Soamiji Maharaj was pleased to observe, "You 
should treat Radhaji and Chhoti Mataji alike." A small shrine has been built in her memory in Radha 
Bagh near Radhaji's Samadh. [Bhaktmal of the Radhasoami Faith, op. cit., page 11.]  

Thus in the early days of Radhasoami (1861 to 1871), both Rai Bindraban and Shiv Dayal Singh 
were openly advocating surat shabd yoga and guru bhakti, albeit in different towns and with 
different focuses. Apparently, Bindraban received more publicity than his older brother and was 
more outgoing in spreading his message. In the Awadh Akhbar Lucknow newspaper of March 1870, 
Bindraban and his new religion received a glowing writeup after he made a spectacular entrance at 
the famous Kumbla Mela riding "on an elephant with a decorated umbrella over his head and with 
someone fanning him with a whisk. [And] In front of him were ten to twelve elephants carrying 
beautiful flags." [Bhaktamal , op. cit., page 8 ] Wherever one went, one heard people saying, "Bindraban Ji is a 
holy man, perfect in knowledge, absorbed in meditation and the very personification of internal 
illumination. All should respect such a great and gifted soul. . . . By Bindraban Ji's grace and mercy, 
many Sadhus are engaged in the contemplation of Shabd (practice of Shabd Yoga). All the time one 
can find in his presence men of position, kings, respected members of the public and government 
officers who are interested in Parmarth (spiritual welfare).” [Ibid., page 9.]  

Narayan Dei | Radhaji  
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The number of gurus arising from Dilwali Singh's family is considerable. Each of his sons and their 
surviving wives acted as spiritual leaders. And, after their deaths, some satsangis followed Partap 
Singh's son Sudarshan Singh while a large number paid homage to one of Shiv Dayal Singh's 
nephews, Madhav Prasad Sinha. [The only exception was Partap Singh's wife Gopal Dei who died at a very young age.]  With 
such a plurality of gurus arising from one household, the family connection in the early history of 
Radhasoami cannot be overlooked.  

Although one may be generalizing too much to ascribe the finding of new 
religions in the mid and late 19th century to the "the spirit of the age" (like 
the proliferation of spirit channelers in Los Angeles in the 1980's) it cannot 
be overlooked that when three new religious revelations originate out of the 
same family something more than coincidence seems to be operating. 
Arguably, Shiv Dayal Singh and his brothers were part of a larger 
movement spreading throughout India at that time: religious renaissance. 
As Agam Prasad Mathur argues: "It cannot be denied that during the six 
hundred years of Islamic suppression, Hinduism as the religion of a 
vanquished people suffered significant setbacks. It was during British rule 
that Hinduism could stand on a plane of equality with Islam. With the state 
policy of non-interference in socio-religious matters, an air of freedom was 
experienced by religious leaders. . ." [Radhasoami Faith , op. cit., page 12.] It may have 
been precisely this new era of openness which allowed for spiritual 
visionaries, like Bindraban and Shiv Dayal Singh, to establish new 

movements which revitalized ancient truths by placing them in a more modern and accessible 
context.  

In any case, the family connection played a decisive role in the early history of Radhasoami. And for 
those would-be successors of Shiv Dayal Singh who lacked blood connection, the authorization and 
legitimacy of their ministries depended in large part on the support of the "Holy Family." This was 
especially true, as we will see shortly, in the case of Jaimal Singh, who kept in close contact with his 
guru's family.  

 Excerpted from The Radhasoami Tradition: A Critical History of Guru Successorship (New 
York and London: Garland Publishers, 1992) by David Christopher Lane. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 Agam Prashad Mathur 

The founders of the faith have a few allegorical interpretations to put forward to explain the 
two components of the word - Radha and Soami. The second guru says that the Supreme Being 
may be compared to an ocean. A creative ocean cannot be perceived without commotion. The 

first wave of the endless ocean is Radha. The original current is not different from but is 
identical with the ocean itself and as it comes out so it is ever drawn towards it. The creative 
ocean, therefore, is Soami and the first original wave just identical to the ocean is Radha. The 

two together from the supreme ocean full of spiritual bliss and truth. Hence Radhasoami.            
–Agam Prasad Mathur 
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A Brief Biography of Tulsi Sahib 

 When Tulsi Sahib was born is not indicated in Surat Vilas; 
however, it is written that he left his body approximately 
at the age of eighty years in Jayth Sudi-2 in Vikrami Samvat 
1899 or 1900. (according to English system in the year 
1842 or 1843). This indicates that he was born in 1820 
according to the Indian calendar (which is the year 1763 by 
the English system). His grave is present in Hath Ras 
where many people visit, and a big fair is held once a year.  

Although Tulsi Sahib left this world only less than seventy 
years ago, his adherents had made his life history so 
confusing that people think this event happened millions 
of years ago. Munshi Devi Prashad who is a preceptor of 
this teaching has also not tried to clear this confusion in 
his role in Ghat-Ramayan. We have asked many saints and 
Grihastas (second of the four phases of life) who belonged 
to the same teaching about Tulsi Sahib's lifetime which 
they estimated about three hundred and fifty years ago 
when Go Swami Tulsi Das Je was born, the author of the     

world renowned book, "Sampurn Ramayan." At the very end 
of Ghat Ramayan, Tulsi Sahibji has explained that he himself was Go Swami Tulsi Das in his 
previous life and wrote Ghat Ramayan, but due to large protests by other priests and preachers, he 
decided to keep Ghat Ramayan's secret for the time being and wrote Sampurn Ramayan at its place. 
From this people came up with the conclusion that Tulsi Sahib revealed Ghat Ramayan during his 
second life period, one hundred and forty years after his previous life. However, people have a 
doubts in believing that whether seventy or seventy five years after Tulsi Sahib's death there existed 
any saint in Hath Ras where his grave is still located who held satsang and gave preachings. We 
certainly have no doubt to believe in such a great figure since two evidential satsangis (followers) are 
still alive who saw Sahibji in their boyhood and Tulsi Sahib showed his Ghat Ramayan to one of 
them.  

After understanding Sahibji's teachings, their disciples strongly think about the fact that he did not 
have any guru. There is no doubt that Tulsi Sahib himself was a saint, and he had no need to have a 
guru, but only for the sake of dignity he might have appointed someone his guru and for that 
purpose Sant Satguru Kabir Sahib and numerous other saints, for instance, are known to have 
existed.  

Tulsi Sahib oftentimes went to far situated cities outside Hathras, covering his back with a blanket 
and holding a stick in his hand. In the village of Jogia which is one mile from Hathras, he held many 
satsangs and initiated many people to follow the way of truth. Tulsi Sahib used to be a great thinker, 
and during that intense period, highly critical words would come out of his mouth as the wave 
coming out of the ocean. These kinds of words are found in his book, Shabdavali.  
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Many disciples of Tulsi Sahib are still present in thousands of Indian cities. His famous books are 
Ghat Ramayan, Shabdavali, and Ratnsagar. Tulsi Sahib had openly criticized many famous dogmas, 
like Bhed, Kteb, Kuran, Puran, Ram, and Rahim and for this reason he was seen as a slanderer and a 
rebellious being, but this is a misunderstanding in people's minds. After logically going through Tulsi 
Sahib's poetry, it is quite clear that his aim was not to defame anybody but to clearly state how much 
knowledge each had. His point was that one should worship and dedicate only to the greatest and 
the ruler of the entire universe who possesses every single thing instead of dedicating to the spiritual 
beings because our dedication towards them requires the same hard work, but we will not reach to 
the same horizon. In other words, the devotee's desire would not be fulfilled, and he would not be 
freed from transmigration. The cycle of birth and death would continue since these people are 
themselves gripped by illusion, no matter how little the illusion is. 

--Translation from the prefatory biography in Ghat Ramayana by Geeta. 

______________________________________ 

THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS: AN INTERVIEW WITH CHARAN SINGH    

Conducted by the UPDATE group (Denmark)  

Editor's Introduction  

The following interview, excerpted from the Denmark journal 
UPDATE, is unique in many ways. The late Maharaj Charan 
Singh of Radhasoami Satsang Beas was a highly revered saint in 
India, who felt that the essential teachings of Jesus Christ were 
misinterpreted by the present-day orthodoxy. Instead of looking 
for God within, he argued, they looked for God without. 
Instead of seeing the human body as the temple of the Living 
God, they built great edifices with elaborate altars. Instead of 
viewing Jesus as one of a number of great God-men, they made 
him and his teachings historically exclusive, ostracizing in the 
process all other great spiritual figures and their respective 
paths. On the other hand, the UPDATE group of Christians, 

who had gathered for a fact finding mission on religion in India, were Biblical Fundamentalists, 
more or less, who felt that Eastern mysticism and the like had diseased much of Western culture 
with pseudo-gurus and regressive meditation techniques.  

What we have here, then, are two views of spirituality; or, more precisely, two views of the teachings 
of Jesus Christ. One which is gnostic, radical, and essentially mystical; the other which is literal, 
orthodox, and essentially biblical. The basis for this dialogue is a bit skewed, though, since the 
Christians are using their text--a text which, as history has demonstrated, went through a number of 
political contests and revisions before achieving its present day status. Nevertheless, Charan Singh 
feels that the New Testament still contains key elements of Christ's teachings; teachings which he 
asserts dovetail with the findings of other great spiritual leaders, like Rumi, Kabir, and Nanak. The 
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UPDATE Christian group, in contrast, does not see Jesus' 
teachings as part of the perennial wisdom of mankind, but 
rather as a singularly unique revelation in the universe about 
man's relationship with God. As such, Jesus is not simply a 
mystic among other mystics; he is, to them, the only Son of 
God. The reader may at first think that this is a relatively new 
debate, belonging to the 20th century where the dividing lines 
between science and religion have now been clearly drawn. But 
that would be an inaccurate inference, for this debate between 
inner and outer authority, between mysticism and orthodoxy, 
between living masters and dead prophets has been with us 
since the beginnings of language. And it was certainly in full 
bloom during and after the time of Christ. In terms of political 
history, of course, the literalists won in championing their view 
that Jesus Christ was the messiah for all of mankind and that he, 
as the Son of God, conquered death by bodily resurrecting on 
the third day. The Gnostic view, which included the concept 

that Jesus spiritually (but not bodily) rose from the dead, was suppressed in the early Christian 
Church for its mystical "heresy," despite the fact that the Gospel accounts themselves present 
contradictory evidence on the question of Jesus' resurrection.  

So some twenty centuries later, in the midst of the greatest technological revolution known to 
humankind, we are still having the same debate over a figure who is, arguably, the most influential 
person in history. Will we solve the riddle? No, not to anyone's universal satisfaction, but at least the 
following dialogue clarifies the key issues distinguishing the two major views of Jesus Christ.  

Haack: What is this teaching that all the mystics of the world teach?  

Charan Singh: I will tell you the gist of it. There is one God, and there is a necessity to go back to 
him. Without going back to our Father, we cannot escape from births and deaths. The Lord is 
nowhere outside, he is in every one of us. And the Path leading back to the Father is also the same. 
In our body the seat of the soul and mind is here at the eye center (third eye). Our whole 
consciousness operates from here out through the senses, the nine apertures. Through these we are 
attached to this whole creation. And this is bringing us back to the creation each time after death.  

Albrecht: You mean reincarnation.  

Charan Singh: Yes. Christ said, "If you build your treasure in the world you will come back to the 
world; if you build it in heaven, you go back to heaven." If you are attached to this creation, you 
come back to this creation. If you are attached to the Father, you go back to the Father. So, unless 
you withdraw this consciousness back to the eye center, we don't come to the door of our house. 
Our spiritual journey starts from the eye center, upward. So we have to withdraw our consciousness 
back to the eye center. And after that you have to travel with that light and sound within. That is 
why Christ said, "If your eye is single, your whole body is full of light." We have to open this eye and 
see that light. With the help of that light, we have to find our way back to God. Christ said that 
spiritual worship pleases the Father. And that Spirit, that Holy Ghost, that Word, that Logos that is  
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in every one of us is here at the eye center. Indian mystics have given Indian names, Christ has given 
his own name, Persian mystics have given their own name, but those who have travelled within on 
that path, they have the same message to give. They are not bound by any ritual, by any ceremonies; 
they don't have anything to worship outside of themselves, they only worship Him within.  

Haack: In the Bible there is a special ritual given by Christ. It's the Lord's Supper, which is 
practiced by the followers of Jesus Christ.  

Charan Singh: These rituals have come later on. These rituals have never been performed by Christ 
himself. They have come later on. That was the blessed food that he distributed to his disciples. It 
was no ritual at all.  

Aagaard: The last night before he was betrayed?  

Charan Singh: Yes. He blessed the loaf of bread.  

Aagaard: He did say, "Take, eat, this is my body..."  

Charan Singh: "This is my body," this is you see, what he said. "Unless you taste my blood and my 
flesh, you cannot be part of me." This is not the blood and flesh of the physical body, it is the 
spiritual body. You do not taste the blood and flesh of the spiritual body . They are spirit, the Holy 
Ghost. He said to his disciples, "You have come into me and I have come into you." No physical 
body can come into anybody else's physical body.  

Aagaard: We speak about a spiritual body in Christian theology, that's correct. In the Christian 
tradition, the spiritual body, as far as I have understood it, is the body of believers in which the Holy 
Spirit lives, as in a temple. A community of believers is the temple of the Holy Spirit.  

Charan Singh: That Holy Spirit is within every one of us, here at the eye center.  

Aagaard: Why exactly at the eye center?  

Charan Singh: Because the seat of the soul and mind is here at the eye center. "If the eye be single, 
the whole body is full of light."  

Aagaard: Yes, I know that verse, but I have not understood it like that.  

Charan Singh: And that light is the body of Christ. That light comes from the radiance of his 
spiritual body.  

Alexander: Jesus seems to teach, and his followers definitely believe, that the basis of returning to 
the Father was forgiveness of sin, and that Jesus' death somehow was critical to establishing this 
forgiveness.  

Charan Singh: You see, what is forgiveness? Forgiveness of what?  
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Alexander: Speaking in biblical terms, it was forgiveness of sin.  

Charan Singh: Sin of individuals. You see, there is something standing between me and the Father. 
Unless that is forgiven, the soul cannot go back to the Father. That block is our sins, our karmas, 
our actions of past lives. Unless all that is forgiven, the soul cannot go back to the Father. It cannot 
shine, it cannot become whole. So we have to meditate, to seek that forgiveness.  

Alexander: My question was, that in Christianity, or the biblical view of things, that forgiveness was 
based upon Jesus' death.  

Charan Singh: You have to work yourself, to seek the forgiveness of the Father. Jesus has told you 
of a path. He has given you a teaching. He has shown you the way. You have to find that path, the 
way, and seek the forgiveness of your sins before you can go back to the Father. He said, "Repent, 
for the kingdom of God is at hand." Repent from what? You don't know what you have done (in 
past lives). How can you repent if your don't know what you've done?  

Williams: Why don't we know?  

Charan Singh: No question of why, but we don't know how we have offended. A child has not 
hurt any one; he is all love. Why doesn't he see God? We have gone through many years, so we can 
see what we have done. But what about the child? This is because of his past karmas, past sins. 
Those sins have become our master, and we have become their slave. Our soul has become the slave 
of those sins.  

Williams: Following through on what you've just said, you realize the sins are in your past lives. So 
how do you achieve forgiveness for them?  

Charan Singh: You see, all these sins have relationship to the mind. The soul is dominated by the 
mind. Mind is a slave of the senses. Being a slave of the senses, mind commits sins. And soul is 
dominated by the mind. So soul has to pay for all those sins. Unless the soul gets a release from the 
mind, soul can never become whole, soul can never shine. So we are to withdraw the consciousness 
to the eye center and attach ourselves to the divine light within. When mind is attached to that, it 
doesn't come through the senses at all. So when mind comes back to its own source, soul gets 
release from the mind. All the burden is lifted from the soul, the soul shines.  

Williams: So then, after you've meditated and got forgiveness, then the reincarnation stops. So then 
what happens after you die?  

Charan Singh: You go back to the Father. It is only our karma and sins that are pulling us back to 
this creation. When they are all finished, nothing can pull us back to this creation. If you are able to 
burn off your karmas by meditation during this lifetime, then you don't have to come back.  

Albrecht: Regarding this question of karma, where did the first wave or impulse of karma come 
from? Did it begin within the Godhead itself?  

Charan Singh: It begins the moment we have become part of this creation. Then the Lord has  
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projected himself into this creation. As you read St. John, he said there was the Word before the 
creation, and the Word has made the creation. There is no difference between the Word and God. 
So before that, it was the creative power only, which you can call God. And that creative power has 
created the creation. So he has projected himself into the creation.  

Albrecht: But that presents a moral and ethical problem. This creation is imperfect and fallen; there 
is evil in society and suffering in the world. Now, if this karma came from God, or was projected or 
emanated from his essence, then that implies that God is imperfect.  

Charan Singh: No, God is not imperfect. But God has created this world imperfect. Unless the 
world is imperfect, it cannot exist. The moment anyone becomes perfect in the world, he goes back 
to the perfect one. We are only here as far as we are imperfect. And the point of our meditation is to 
become perfect. Christ said, "Go and sin no more, lest something worse befall you." Once you are 
on the path, you are in the process of becoming whole, perfect. Otherwise you will have to come 
back to this life again. But you have to become a shining example to others, then they also will 
follow you.  

Pandit: What is the object of this human life?  

Charan Singh: The object is to make ourselves perfect and go back to the Father. If you want to 
help society, that's a very different problem. So many reformers have come, so many mystics and 
saints have come, and has the society been reformed? You cannot remove the thorns from the 
world, but you can wear shoes so they will not affect you. The society will always remain the same. 
This world will always be imperfect; it will remain imperfect. But we can become perfect in this 
creation. We can wear shoes. You cannot solve the problems of the world, but you can rise above 
the problem; it doesn't affect you at all.  

Pandit: So you come to the position of the Gita, where he who is a great yogi is above attachment.  

Charan Singh: Yes. He is not affected by what is happening around him. He must be a spectator.  

Haack: So God is playing his own play in us?  

Charan Singh: Yes, we are all puppets. We have no freedom--absolutely not.  

Williams: Well then, why does one meditate?  

Charan Singh: Because He wants us to meditate. We are not needed. If we had a free will, we 
would not have a part in his creation. Who would like to be away from the Creator and a part of this 
miserable creation? Did we have free will to come to this creation?  

Haack: What does this mean? Can't we do anything?  

Charan Singh: Absolutely not. Christ said, "Even the hairs on the body are numbered." How 
would you explain that? Would a few hairs less or more make any difference to you? He says even 
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they are all numbered--even that little insignificant thing. We have limited free will, conditional free 
will, but not absolute free will.  

Haack: Not absolute free will--only God has that.  

Charan Singh: That's what I'm saying. There is no absolute free will. We have conditioned free will.  

Aagaard: Does it mean that if we get rid of these conditions by means of meditation, then we will 
have gained our free will?  

Charan Singh: No. Then you'll go back to the Father and you'll be living in his will. The question 
is: What is "you?" What you yourself call you is an ego, a mind. And when we limit the ego, the 
mind [that is, transcend them], then it is soul, which is a drop of the divine ocean. The purpose is to 
become one with the Creator, not to stay separate from the Creator.  

Pandit: Is this unity in terms of identity or in terms of union?  

Charan Singh: Call it anything. It's just a way of explaining it. You lose your identity and yet you are 
separate from him. You lose your identity, you just become one with him.  

Pandit: As my arm is my body, yet it is an arm...  

Charan Singh: Yes, that's right. You see the waves in the ocean. They are part of the ocean, and yet 
you can say that they are different; but they are also the same thing.  

Haack: Am I no longer aware of my own existence if I am one with him?  

Charan Singh: Who wants to be aware of his own existence? It is only the ego who wants it. Lover 
always wants to become one with the beloved. Who wants to be a drop and not the ocean?  

Haack: I take my human existence and identity, as a wonderful gift from the Creator himself, not to 
withdraw into extinction.  

Charan Singh: You see, I will tell you. Lord worships himself through us. We are just puppets. He 
pulls us from within. Unless He shows us that path, that way, we can never go back to him at all. We 
are blind. A blind man can never get out of the darkness unless someone with eyes leads him out ot 
the darkness. So Christ said, "My sheep recognize my whistle."  

Alexander: One more question concerning Christ's death. You have said that forgiveness is 
necessary before one can return to the Father, but that this forgiveness is not based on the death of 
Christ, but upon our meditation and becoming perfect.  

Charan Singh: No, no. His grace is there, his help is there, he has shown us the teaching, the way.  
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Alexander: Right. But I'm speaking of his death, as an atonement for sin. If the forgiveness of God 
is not based upon Christ's death, then what meaning does Christ's death have? What meaning does 
Christ's crucifixion have...?  

Charan Singh: I personally think that if Christ had not been crucified, his teaching would have 
gone unheard of. He would have gone unknown in this world. Many saints have come and gone, 
nobody knows anything about them. For them, whether on the cross or in the body, is nothing. 
They are one with the Father.  

Aagaard: Then how is the resurrection understood?  

Charan Singh: What is your concept of resurrection?  

Aagaard: It is that Jesus Christ was bodily killed, and rose again n the third day, in this world, as 
that Holy Spirit which brings forgiveness and new life to all mankind.  

Charan Singh: Then where did he go after that?  

Aagaard: He went and sat at the right hand of God the Father, as we confess in the creed. And 
from there he'll come again.  

Charan Singh: My concept is: His disciples saw Christ within themselves, his radiant form.  

Williams: For forty days after the resurrection, his body was seen on earth by many people.  

Charan Singh: People saw his spiritual body. But that body is not made of this matter.  

Williams: But he actually ate food on the beach.  

Charan Singh: That is what it looked like. But if they tried to catch it (his body) they would not be 
able to.  

Scott: You quoted two passages from the words of Jesus, and there are some other passages very 
close to those two passages. You talk about the inner light. Jesus said, "If the light in you is darkness, 
how great is the darkness." You talked about Jesus as Shepard, and he talks about himself as being 
the only shepard. And he talks about other teachers being thiefs and robbers. Do you think Jesus 
was deliberately misleading people, or was mistaken? How do we put these things in context?  

Charan Singh: People are twisting his teachings, I am sorry to say. He said there's a darkness within 
every one of us, and light comprehended it not. We cannot see that light because there's a darkness 
within, not anywhere outside. Everyone needs guidance. Christ got his guidance from John the 
Baptist. He said there is a man who has come from God whose name is John.  

Scott: So John was Jesus' teacher?  

Charan Singh: Yes.  
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Scott: I see.  

Charan Singh: Absolutely. We may or may not accept it. You try to go a little deeper into the Bible.  

Haack: I get the strange feeling that we will have to throw out all of St. Paul's letters which are in 
the New Testament. They say that there is only one light for the world, Jesus Christ...  

Charan Singh: You don't have to go after St. Paul. Go after the teaching of St. John, St. Matthew, 
St. Luke. They are the ones who received direct teaching from Christ. Nobody took direct notes on 
what Christ said. Therefore we cannot take a verse like "the only son"--it might have meant "only 
the son"--that is, the way of all the mystics. I have written a commentary on Saint Matthew. I 
understand it, but I don't say I'm any authority on the Bible, because that's not my background, as 
you see.  

Williams: . . . How can I control what I did in the years before when I didn't even know who or 
what I was?  

Charan Singh: That's the purpose of the meditation. Christ said, "Repent, the Kingdom of God is 
at hand." We can't repent for what we don't know.  

Williams: But can't I repent from this day, from this life, where I grew up from a child and know 
what I've done?  

Charan Singh: You can only repent in the sense that you won't like to do anything that you think is 
bad, from this point on. But still, you don't know what you have done in the past.  

Williams: The Christian attitude is that the moment we were born, we started off with a brand new 
soul and we were brand new creations from a loving Father.  

Charan Singh: Christ said, "You take birth with you sins." In the Bible it says that you will have to 
come with your sins, along with your sins. Original sin. This is the concept of original sin--the sins 
you have committed in past lives. You have to come along with them. They have become your 
master. You have become their disciple.  

Albrecht: I've done a lot of thinking about reincarnation, and the fundamental problem that I see is, 
let's say for example, that I was Billy the Kid, a notorious outlaw and murderer in the USA in the 
last century. Now, I have no recollection of that at all, but if I am his reincarnation, then I will be 
suffering for all the things that Billy the Kid did. Well, I have no connection with Billy the Kid, no 
recollection or recognizance of that life. Why should I pay for his sins? This seems to me to be both 
illogical and unjust.  

Charan Singh: What is "you?" Is it the body, made up of elements, or is it the soul?  

Albrecht: I believe that I am a combination of my body, mind and spirit, or soul.  

Charan Singh: Who gives life to this body and soul?  
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Albrecht: God creates the soul.  

Charan Singh: Yes, and all sins are concerned with the soul. And through the body you have to pay 
them. Now it is you in this body, then it was that person. The same soul. Soul never dies, and Christ 
said it is immortal.  

Albrecht: To me, my soul is connected inextricably with my personality. Not with Billy the Kid's 
personality, or anyone else's.  

Charan Singh: No, no. Billy the Kid, you see, is in that particular body. But soul can be the same. 
the same soul that was in that body, now it has come in this body along with all the original sins, 
those sins which were committed by him then.  

Alexander: Are you saying that the soul does remember?  

Charan Singh: No, no. It may not remember anything. But the same soul comes along with those 
sins in this body now, and is paying for those sins through this body. It is only a garment.  

Albrecht: OK, but who determines which soul goes into what body? Is there a great computer in 
the heavens?  

Charan Singh: The Lord.  
 

______________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

  

In comparing the Gnostic tradition with the Sant tradition, we have discovered several 
remarkable similarities, including the idea of a transcendent Father, intermediate beings, 

secret passwords, enlightened sons of God, and visions of inner light and sound. 
Although it would be inaccurate to claim that Sant Mat is simply India's version of the 

Greek Gnostic tradition, we should not overlook the historical and theological 
consequences of such a transcultural interlink. Historically, it would be useful to 

determine to what extent the Gnostic tradition, as a historical movement, influenced early 
and. medieval Indian thought, particularly the views of such nirguna bhakti poets as 

Namdev, Kabir, and Nanak. There may well be a sociological pipeline--via such religions 
as Judaism, Christianity, and Islam and/or trade and commerce established by conquering 

empires--which has channeled early Jewish/Christian/Greek thought to India and/or 
channeled early Indian thought to the Judeo-Christian world. 

--The Gnostic Mystery by Andrea Diem, Ph.D. 
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Rediscovering Lost Strands                                           

Excerpt from the Life of Jaimal Singh                                                      

 
The stream of life rolls on ceaselessly in the endless course of time; the power of the Timeless 
appears and disappears in the realm of relativity.Before proceeding with the life sketch of Baba 
Jaimal Singh Ji, it would be worth our while to have a peep into the background that made him what 
he was. It was indeed the power of Soami Ji that flowed through him in whatever he did and 
wherever he worked, for he was wholly lost to himself and given over to the Divine in him. 
 
In order to understand things in their proper perspective and link up the history of our spiritual 
heritage, we will have to go back to Guru Gobind Singh (1666-1708), the last of the ten Gurus in the 
line of succession to Guru Nanak.The Rani (Queen) of one Ratan Rao Peshwa, accompanied by 
Bhai Nand Lal, came to the feet of Guru Gobind Singh for refuge. 
 

Guru Gobind Singh travelled widely, 
penetrating the Himalayas in the North 
and going to Deccan in the South. During 
his extensive travels, he met and lived 
with the ruling family of the Peshwas and 
initiated some of its members into the 
inner Science. It is said that one Ratnagar 
Rao of the Peshwa family was initiated 
and authorized to carry on the work by 
Guru Gobind Singh. Sham Rao Peshwa, 
the elder brother of Baji Rao Peshwa, the 
then ruling chief, who must have 
contacted Ratnagar Rao, showed a 
remarkable aptitude for the spiritual path 

and made rapid headway. In course of time, this young scion of the royal family settled in Hathras, a 
town thirty-three miles away from Agra in the Uttar Pradesh, and came to be known as Tulsi Sahib 
(1763-1843), the famous author of Ghat Ramayana, the Science of the inner life-principle pervading 
alike in man and nature. The vita lampada of Spirituality was passed on by Tulsi Sahib to Soami Shiv 
Dayal Singh Ji (1818-1878). 
 
The link between Tulsi Sahib of Hathras and Soami Ji of Agra is likely to be overlooked, but there 
can be little doubt of it. From the manuscript account of Baba Surain Singh, the Jivan Charitar 
Swamiji Maharaj by Chacha Partap Singh, and the book entitled Correspondence with Certain 
Americans by Shri S. D. Maheshwari, we learn that Soami Ji’s parents were the disciples of the 
Hathras Saint and frequently visited him at his home for darshan and attended his discourses 
whenever he visited Agra. It was he who named the sons of Lala Dilwali Singh Seth; that is, Shiv 
Dayal Singh, Brindaban and Partap Singh. Before the birth of the eldest child he prophesied that a 
great Saint was about to manifest himself in their home, and after his birth he told the parents that 
they need no longer come to Hathras for the Lord Almighty had come in their midst. 
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The Hathras Saint took a keen and lively interest in casting the life of Soami Ji in his own mold. He 
initiated the young child at a very early age and Soami Ji, on the last day of his life, told his disciples 
that he had been practicing the inner Science from the age of six. 
 
Soami Ji’s veneration for the Hathras Saint becomes abundantly clear from his life. He held Tulsi 
Sahib’s disciples in great respect, honouring among them especially Sadhu Girdhari Dass, whom he 
supported during his last years. Once when the Sadhu fell ill at Lucknow, Soami Ji hurried there 
from Agra and helped him to contact the inner Sound Current, with which he had lost touch (owing 
presumably to some past karma), before his death5 and helped him to contact the inner Sound 
Current before his demise, with which he had lost touch owing presumably to some past karma.  
 
Again, Soami Ji very often gave to his followers instances from the life of his great predecessor, to 
teach them the importance of virtues like patience, forbearance, forgiveness and Godliness. 
 
Before his passing away in 1843, Tulsi Sahib bequeathed his spiritual heritage to Soami Ji. For six 
months Tulsi Sahib lay in a state of samadhi (spiritual trance) lost in Divine consciousness. It was 
only after Soami Ji had paid him a visit that Tulsi Sahib left his mortal frame. Baba Garib Das, one 
of the earliest disciples of Tulsi Sahib, confirmed that the spiritual mantle had been entrusted by his 
Master to Munshi Ji (as Soami Ji was then known on account of his great learning in Persian).7 
Soami Ji was to spend fifteen years of his life in almost incessant abhyasa (spiritual practice) in a 
small closet. 
 
After the passing away of Tulsi Sahib, Soami Ji continued to visit Hathras to honor the memory of 
his preceptor. On one such occasion, we are told, when Soami Ji went to Hathras, the heat was so 
great that his disciples Rai Saligram and Baba Jiwan Lal had to carry him between themselves over 
the last lap of the journey where no transport was available and the ground was very uneven. 
 

The great respect that Soami Ji 
displayed for the Granth Sahib 
embodying the teachings of Guru 
Nanak and his successors seems 
ultimately to have been derived from 
family tradition. The recitation of the 
Sikh scriptures was an article of faith in 
the family. His father, Lala Dilwali 
Singh (a Sahejdhari Khatri Sikh, 
belonging to the order of Nanak 
Panthis), was devotedly attached to Jap 
Ji, Raho Ras and Sukhmani (Sikh 
scriptures), which he read from day to 
day with great religious fervor and deep 
reverence. A copy of Sukhmani in 
Persian script, in the hand of Soami Ji’s 
grandfather, Seth Maluk Chand, at one 

time Diwan of Dholpur State, is still preserved in the archives of Soamibagh. The essence of Sant 
Mat thus came to permeate the very being of Soami Ji. In later years, at least on one occasion, while  
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discoursing on the Jap Ji at his home in Punni Gali, Soami Ji clearly acknowledged his spiritual debt 
to the Punjab, referring to Nanak and his successors as the fountainhead of Spirituality and to Paltu 
Sahib and Tulsi Sahib as great subsequent exponents of the inner Science. We will deal with this 
incident while tracing the life of Baba Jaimal Singh Ji in the succeeding chapter. 
 
His younger brother, Rai Brindaban Singh, a postmaster in Ajodhia, was a close disciple of Baba 
Madhodas of Mahant Dera Rano Pali in Ajodhia. He, like his elder brother Shiv Dayal Singh, had a 
firm faith in and a great regard for Gurbani. He was continually engaged in the sweet remembrance 
of the Lord (Bishambar) whose praises he chanted with a beautiful refrain, as is evident from his 
compositions under the caption Wah-e-Guru Nama in his Urdu book Bahar-i-Brindaban: 
 
O Brindaban! Leave aside all else and do the 
Japa of the great name Wah-e-Guru. 
It shall not only purify your body, mind and soul, 
But give you salvation, peace and happiness besides. 
 
Again, we learn that when the end of Lala Dilwali Singh drew near, his son Shiv Dayal Singh (Soami 
Ji), sitting near his bedstead, began reciting the Gurbani, so as to keep his father’s attention steadily 
fixed therein at that crucial time. 

 
Giani Partap Singh, basing himself on Baba Bhola Singh’s 
Radhasoami Mat Darpan, tells us in his study of world 
religions11 how Soami Ji in course of time became a 
frequent visitor to the holy Sikh shrine of Mai Than at Agra, 
commemorating the visit of the ninth Guru, Tegh Bahadur; 
where Sant Mauj Parkash, originally known as Didar Singh of 
the Nirmala order and a great Sanskrit scholar, used to give 
lucid expositions of the Gurbani or Sikh scriptures. It was 
because of his close association with Sant Mauj Parkash that 
Soami Ji learned Gurbani and its significance in Surat Shabd 
Yoga, and he began using this very shrine for his discourses 
on Gurbani. Chacha Partap Singh in his life sketch has given 
in rapturous terms a graphic description of one such 
discourse: 
 
“It was about eight in the morning that the Maharaj one day 
went to the Gurdwara in Mai Than. After reciting a shabd or 
two from the Granth Sahib, he began expounding the 

subject. In a rich and sonorous voice, the sublime thoughts seemed to flow from him like endless 
waves from an inexhaustible reservoir within. I was so overwhelmed by the sweep of his words that 
all at once I felt lifted above the body and bodily environments, lost to all that was of the world. 
From that very day I was a changed man altogether, with an intense longing for the Divine, fully 
convinced of the greatness of Soami Ji and of his holy mission.” 
 
After some time Soami Ji shifted the venue of his teachings to his private apartments in Punni Gali 
and continued his discourses from the Granth Sahib (the copy he used was brought by Hazur Sawan  
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Singh Ji from Agra and is still treasured in the archives of Dera Baba Jaimal Singh at Beas in the 
Punjab). This system of addressing private gatherings at his home continued for quite a long time; 
but on Basant Panchmi Day in the year 1861, the floodgates of Surat Shabd Yoga as revived in this 
age by Kabir and his contemporary Guru Nanak, and firmly entrenched by his successors in the 
Gurbani, were now thrown open by Soami Ji to the general public. 

Lest there still be any doubt lingering in the minds of the skeptics, Soami Ji who till the last 
continued initiating people into the secret of the traditional five-melodied Melody (Panch Shabd 
Dhunkar Dhun), significantly enough on the last day of his departure from the earth-plane, cleared 
his position beyond the least shadow of doubt by declaring: 
 
My path was the path of Sat Naam and Anami Naam. The Radhasoami faith is of Saligram’s making, but let it 
also continue. And let the Satsang flourish and prosper. 

Among Soami Ji’s trusted and devoted disciples was Rai Saligram Sahib Bahadur, popularly known 
in later times as Hazur Maharaj, after he came to occupy the spiritual headship. While Hazur 
Maharaj, after the passing away of Soami Ji, continued his discourses at Pipal Mandi in the heart of 
Agra city, Partap Singh, the younger brother of Soami Ji, generally called Chacha Sahib (respected 
uncle), carried on the work in Radhasoami 
Garden, three miles away from Agra city. 
Another disciple, Baba Jaimal Singh Ji, one of 
the earliest and most spiritually advanced 
disciples of Soami Ji, as directed by the great 
Master himself, settled down at Beas in the 
Punjab to revitalize the work of Spirituality and 
to repay in some measure the debt that the 
world owed to Guru Nanak. We will now 
examine in some detail the life and work of this 

distinguished spiritual son of Soami Ji.                            

____________________________________              Kirpal Singh, founder of Ruhani Satsang                      

                  

 

 

  

Don't try to make further karmas by grabbing, by receiving, by exacting 
from others. Those who are needy have their rights: give them. Those     

who are naked, help them. Where there is a good cause, give to it.           
This is the first thing for love.                                                                                                      

–Kirpal Singh 
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